Trailer Race Rules:
1. Any full-size car, small van or pickup truck is eligible. No 4-wheel drives! Shoulder and lap belt
required. Helmet, long sleeve shirts and pants and gloves are mandatory. Fire suit and gloves
recommended. All glass (except front windshield), lights and mirrors must be removed.
2. Overall trailer length: 14 ft. minimum and 20 ft. maximum. Trailer cannot be rigged to selfdestruct, leaving only frame to continue racing and must be able to race without falling apart. If
trailer is rigged, that driver will be disqualified.
3. Travel trailer/pop-up camper, boat or whatever on a trailer is eligible.
4. Boats must be strapped to trailer. Boats must be gutted. No motors, fuel tanks or out drives
allowed.
5. Travel trailer/campers must be completely cleaned out inside, removing everything that is not part
of unit (i.e., pots/pans, clothes, silverware, trash, household items or anything that is not a
permanent part of trailer as manufactured. Pop-ups must be raced in fully extended/popped up
position.
6. All appliances and heating/cooling units must be removed.
7. Glass must be removed.
8. Tongue must be attached to tow vehicle by hitch and ball, free pivoting. Safety chains and
equalizer bars are not allowed.
9. Ballast or weight cannot be added.
10. Mascots, decorating vehicles, advertising nicknames, cartoons, etc. are encouraged. No
suggestive language, symbols or numbers allowed on vehicles. Anything on the vehicle in bad
taste will mean disqualification.
Object of Race:
Finish race with your trailer attached while trying to separate the trailers of your competitors from their
two vehicle. If you lose your trailer, you will be disqualified and you will be black-flagged. If you hit
another tow vehicle with your vehicle, you will be disqualified immediately. Length of race is at least 10
laps unless only one trailer/tow vehicle combo remains intact. In that event, they will be declared the
winner.
Purse: $100 to winner!
Must be pre-registered in order to compete. No registration fee is required but must pay pit pass and sign
insurance waiver. Number of entrants is limited. Sign up now by contacting Shaun at
sdc8026@hotmail.com (best way of reaching me). Race lineup will be determined by draw.
Check out this video of trailer races! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J4hbRp6DDbQ

